Death wins against life in a spatially extended model of the caspase-3/8 feedback loop.
Apoptosis is an important physiological process which enables organisms to remove unwanted or damaged cells. A mathematical model of the extrinsic pro-apoptotic signaling pathway has been introduced by Eissing et al. (2007) and a bistable behavior with a stable death state and a stable life state of the reaction system has been established. In this paper, we consider a spatial extension of the extrinsic pro-apoptotic signaling pathway incorporating diffusion terms and make a model-based, numerical analysis of the apoptotic switch in the spatial dimension. For the parameter regimes under consideration it turns out that for this model diffusion homogenizes rapidly the concentrations which afterward are governed by the original reaction system. The activation of effector-caspase 3 depends on the space averaged initial concentration of pro-caspase 8 and pro-caspase 3 at the beginning of the process.